
Sproutable Teacher

Training 2021

Sproutable offers child care and preschool program teacher training. Our trainer is a
Washington State STARS approved trainer, and trainings can be designed based on
teacher needs and challenges within the classroom. See examples of topic areas
below or request your own.

Trainer: Julietta Skoog, Ed.S, MA
Julietta Skoog is a Certified Positive Discipline Trainer. She has an Ed.S Degree in
School Psychology and a Masters Degree in School Counseling from Seattle
University. She is also the co-founder and early learning expert at Sproutable with
over 20 years experience helping families. As a school psychologist and counselor
with Seattle Public Schools, she has expertise in assessing children with
developmental delays, autism, learning disabilities, anxiety, and behavior disorders,
as well as leading small groups and large classroom lessons and meetings based on
Positive Discipline and Social Thinking. Mindfulness is a key foundation in all of her
work. She is the proud mother of three daughters.

Pricing
2 hour training = $600
3 hour training = $850 (save 50$)

4 hour training= $1100 (save 100$)

6 hour training= $1650 (save 150$)

Consulting or teacher observations = $275 /hr

www.besproutable.com



Examples of Topic Areas

Positive Discipline
Dr. Jane Nelsen’s Positive Discipline parent + teacher education is based on the theories
of psychologists Alfred Adler and Rudolf Dreikurs. Positive Discipline helps children feel
a sense of significance and belonging through learning important life skills of
empowerment, self-reliance and cooperation. Learn how to discipline with firmness and
kindness, have fun as a teacher, and set the foundation for important social and life skills.

Empowering vs. enabling
How do we empower our children to be capable, confident, and solve their own (small)
problems? Empowering means turning over control to children as soon as possible so
they have power over their own lives as well as having faith in them to learn and recover
from their mistakes. This can be hard to do with little ones! Through experiential
activities, teachers will learn Positive Discipline tools and responses that invite
cooperation and teach responsibility, problem-solving and independence, even in the
midst of big emotions and power struggles.  

Encouragement vs. praise
What motivates young children? We cover Deci and Ryan’s self-determination theory,
Carol Dweck’s growth mindset, and Daniel Pink’s research on motivation through
activities that explore the ways of facilitating persistence and intrinsic motivation in
children. Shift away from making your student do well, toward helping your student want
to do their best. Understand key drivers of intrinsic motivation and how to foster them,
including creating a democratic classroom and inviting preschoolers to adhere to
classroom expectations based on intrinsic motivation.

Peer conflict
What skills do our children need to handle peer conflict? Teachers will learn how to
embrace child conflict using specific techniques that teach long- term social emotional
skills and solve problems in the moment. Regardless of their age, children have the
opportunity to learn tools that decrease conflict and increase confidence and
assertiveness. These skills support peer interactions and social skills in the classroom and
the home. 

Power struggles and transitions
Power struggles can be frustrating. Learn tools to decrease and even avoid daily power
struggles through transitions with children by inviting cooperation and creating routines
together. Learn how to follow through once routines, limits and agreements have been
made through mutually respectful responses.
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Solutions vs. consequences
Instead of focusing on consequences, teachers can offer solutions to teach missing skills
and avoid the punishment trap. Solutions are related, respectful, reasonable and helpful.
Learn how to teach children HOW to take responsibility, make a repair, and learn from
mistakes.

Wiring the brain for capability and cooperation: emotional regulation
Learn all about your student’s brain development, mirror neurons and why it matters to
offer opportunities to strengthen those neural connections. Learn how to teach
emotional regulations skills when big emotions and tantrums erupt. Strategies for
strengthening executive functioning, focus, memory, impulse control and empathy for
all ages will be included. Take home tools you can use today to effectively deal with
challenging behaviors. 

Mindfulness & self-care
Mindfulness strategies can enhance your ability to implement Positive Discipline tools,
connect with your students, and decrease anxiety. Learn how to prevent teacher burnout
and find small ways throughout the day to increase presence and patience with your
students.

Contact us for more information

Sproutable, Inc.
www.besproutable.com/preschool

Alanna, Founder: 615-717-7469,

Alanna@besproutable.com

Instagram/Twitter/Facebook: @BeSproutable

Testimonials

“I really appreciate the course that you put on. You fit lots of great information into a short
time, were dynamic, sincere, and did an amazing job of keeping the course focused.”

“Thanks again for your presentation last night. I have had so many people come up to me
today saying how much they got out of attending.”
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“I really enjoyed your presentation. Even with the limited time it was full of information
because you had a powerful and wonderful style of presenting. I was really impressed with

your realistic and relatable way of sharing as well.”

“Thanks for doing this super event. You are such an amazing, authentic, engaging, warm, and
inspiring presenter.”

“Super insightful. I'm excited to continue on this journey and learn more.”
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